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gh s-r  thr db* 

high scrap thrash address 

bright scrape three better 

brighten shrimp throat butter 

fight shrink throne button 

flight shrug throttle collect 

fright shred thrush common 

light spring  daddy 

might straight  dinner 

night stream  hammer 

right string  happy 

sight strip  ladder 

tight stripe  letter 

Wight stroke  lolly 
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db* db*/-le db*/-le -le 

lorry bubble apple bible 

mummy scribble battle bundle 

puppet cuddle bottler candle 

puppy daddy kettle dawdle 

rabbit middle little handle 

rubber muddle dazzle needle 

sudden paddle drizzle noodle 

Summer puddle puzzle poodle 

supper riddle  chuckle 

tennis saddle  prickle 

 juggle  tickle 

 smuggle  uncle 

   angle 
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-le ou ou ow 

ankle cloud our bow 

grumble proud sour allow 

able around house brow 

cable found mouse cow 

fable ground out how 

table pound outside now 

sample round about brown 

simple sound shout clown 

 surround mouth crown 

 wound south down 

 count  drown 

 flour  town 

 hour  crowd 
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ow aw ew er 

powder claw blew her 

towel draw chew after 

owl jaw crew paper 

growl law dew water 

flower outlaw drew herb 

power paw few term 

shower raw flew stern 

tower saw Jew verse 

 straw new under 

 lawn renew over 

 yawn screw never 

 in-law stew silver 

 flaw   river 
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er ar ir or 

nerve car fir for 

serve far stir cord 

sister star bird fork 

other hard third form 

another card girl storm 

brother barge swirl born 

mother large twirl corn 

father dark firm morning 

together mark chirp torn 

different market first horse 

 park thirsty north 

 shark birth port 

 spark dirt  
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ur -y [i] -ck / -ke -ck / -ke 

disturb apply back like 

church deny block pick 

murder rely bake pike 

murmur reply brake shock 

burn supply broke smack 

burnt  chick stuck 

Saturn -y[e] choke smoke 

turn carry click spoke 

surprise hurry crack track 

purpose marry coke trick 

curse scurry flick take 

nurse tidy flake wake 

purse vary lick  
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compound al- de- re- 

bedroom almighty demist refill 

blackbird almost deflate reform 

bonfire alone de-ice refresh 

cloakroom along defrost refuse 

clockwise already decode repay 

cupboard alright debug replace 

database also   

football altogether   

goalkeeper always   

goodnight    

grandfather    

handbag    

household    
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non- dis- un- mis- 

non-drip disable unable misbehave 

non-smoker disagree unbeaten misdeal 

non-starter disarm unblock misfire 

non-stick disclose uncover mishear 

non-stop discover uncut mislead 

nonsense disease undo misplace 

 disgrace unfair misread 

 dislike unfit misspell 

 disobey unfold mistake 

 disorder unhappy misuse 

 disown unkind  

 displease unload  

 disrepair unlucky  
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anti- -y -ly -ful 

anti-freeze bony blindly boastful 

anti-body flaky bravely careful 

anti-clockwise greasy correctly faithful 

anti-virus lazy fairly forgetful 

 nosy hardly grateful 

 prickly kindly handful 

 rosy lively harmful 

 scary lonely hateful 

 shiny loudly helpful 

 slimy proudly hopeful 

 smoky sadly mouthful 

 sparkly shyly painful 

  slightly playful 
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-less -ness -er -er 

 ageless  braveness  brighter  baker

 careless  childishness  farmer  braver

 endless  darkness  faster  closer

 fearless  fairness  fighter  dancer

 helpless  foolishness  lighter  driver

 homeless  kindness  neater  larger

 hopeless  lateness  prouder  later

 lifeless  suddenness  reader  liner

 painless  wickedness  slower  maker

 powerless  willingness  starter  nicer

 seedless   stronger  rider

 shameless   teacher  riper

 smokeless   tighter  ruder
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 7 

 

 

 

 

-est P*s/es -ing -y + ing 

 brightest  addresses  burning  crying

 fastest  angles  counting  drying

 kindest  bubbles  discovering  frying

 neatest  churches  disturbing  prying

 slowest  diseases  drawing  trying

 strongest  farmers  filtering  applying

 weakest  flowers  frightening  carrying

 wildest  horses  gleaming  denying

 bravest  houses  hurting  hurrying

 closest  markets  murmuring  marrying

 largest  murderers  parking  relying

 latest  nights  renewing  replying

 nicest  nurses  returning  scurrying
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drop e +ing -d -ed  

 closing  disused  assorted  

 driving  grumbled  battled  

 hoping  surprised  crowded  

 joking  included  disobeyed  

 liking  juggled  displeased  

 lining  displeased  disturbed  

 making  replaced  drowned  

 naming  disabled  flawed  

 poking  misbehaved  frightened  

 saving  refused  marked  

 scraping  decoded  murdered  

 shaking  stroked  powered  

 sliding  dawdled  sorted  
 


